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Applying competency model to the recruitment can help enterprises to 
consummate talent selection procedure and obtain talents competitive advantage.Due 
to rapid development of business, Xiamen Iport Group 's demand of talants is higher 
and higher.It specially needs a lot of hiring for non-air transport service professional 
management talents. Traditional recruitment and selection methods have been 
difficult to adapt to the need of the recruitment selection. It will directly and 
effectively support the group's talent strategy to apply competency model to the group 
recruitment and establish the new recruitment selection system.It is a big project to 
promote recruitment system based on competency model in Xiamen Iport Group. The 
project leader has to prepare for a careful plan, a variety of communication strategies, 
using of various resources and the help of professional consulting firm. This article is 
summary of how to establish the competency model for the key positions and how to 
promote the new interview methods and establish a new recruitment system in the 
group. It mainly focuses on how to build a large group key position competency 
model, the new system of recruitment selection, interview methods, and make certain 
that the competency model of key position become the talents selection standard. In 
order to implement the project successfully, the project leader first chooses security 
team leader of xiamen airport as a pilot position. By means of the behavior event 
interview, expert assistance and job analysis, security team leader position 
competency model is established. Through analysis, the recruitment selection process 
is designed and talent assessment by behavioral interview is highlighted. Finally, the 
article describes that how to promote the competency model and recruitment system 
to other affiliated companies. This is the fist time that the key enterprise in Xiamen 
Iport Group has applied competency model and the recruitment system to practice 
during the past thirty years since it was founded. The characteristic of this article is 
focusing on the methods of model building and assessment,Further ,optimizing the 
recruitment system, making every link of recruitment process associated with a target 
competency, improving recruitment efficiency.  
This article is divided into six parts, preface introduces the writing background 














model. In the second chapter,It analyzes the present situation and the existing 
problems about recruitment in Xiamen Iport Group. The third chapter puts forward 
the framework of improved scheme.The fourth chapter lists some concrete measures 
for the implementation of the competency model and the recruitment system. The 
conclusion part sums up the elements to ensure success of implementation and the 
matters needing attention. 
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第一章  理论概述 
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